[Time-series analysis applied to nosocomial infection].
In this study we introduce a new view of hospital infection, to apply time series techniques to it. Our objective is to complement hospital infection's epidemiological surveillance by means of obtaining alert and alarm thresholds that make easy to the epidemiologist the decision of intervention, in case they are exceeded. We have used the classic time series analysis described by Rumeau-Rouquette, and ARIMA (Autoregresive Integrated Moving Average) models developed by Box and Jenkins. The study focus on three hospital units: one intensive care, one long term care and one surgical unit. The nosocomial infection intervals have been calculated with a 68% (1SD) and 95% (2SD) confidence levels. We detect an ascending general trend in the last two units, without the detection of seasonal variations. Two ARIMA (1, 0, 0) models we obtained for surgery and long term care, discarding other better adjusted models, more complex and difficult to obtain, but with no real advantage in prediction power. Confidence intervals were calculated with both methods. We did not find general trend and seasonal variations for intensive care unit. No model was considered valid, because of its high random component. The nosocomial infection intervals have been calculated with mean +/- 1SD and mean +/- 2SD. We think that more precise knowledge of hospital infection, with a high random component in our study, can be in addition useful to assign priority to human and material resources.